The success and competitive edge of enterprises has become increasingly dependent on the enterprises' agility to become members in business networks that support their own business strategies. Therefore, integration solutions with their well-weathered strategic networks are no longer sufficient. Instead, there is need for more open business service ecosystems where previously unknown services and partnerships can be utilized. The ecosystem is to be supported with infrastructure services to solve the evident problems of semantic and pragmatic interoperability and collaboration-governing contract management. Furthermore, the ecosystem must support the creation of trust relationships with previously unknown partners, and reacting to encountered breaches of trust within collaborations. This paper proposes a trust management system where autonomous enterprises make automated, private trust decisions about their membership in each collaboration separately, while taking advantage of globally shared reputation of business peers in earlier collaborations. The trust decisions are adjustable to different and changing business situations.
Introduction
The success and competitive edge of enterprises has become increasingly dependent on the enterprises' agility to become members in business networks that support their own business strategies. Therefore, integration solutions with their well-weathered strategic networks are no longer sufficient. Instead, there is need for more open business service ecosystems where previously unknown services and partnerships can be utilized. This trend is visible in many research and development activities in Asia and Europe, including projects like ECOLEAD [30] , CrossWork [24] , Pilarcos [22] , and present FINeS cluster projects [23] .
The ecosystem [42] is to be supported with infrastructure services to solve the evident problems of i) collaborationgoverning contract management and ii) semantic and pragmatic interoperability. First, we understand interoperability, or the capability to collaborate, as the effective capability to mutually communicate information in order to exchange proposals, requests, results, and commitments. The term covers technical, semantic and pragmatic interoperability. Technical interoperability is concerned with connectivity between the computational services, allowing messages to be transported from one application to another. Semantic interoperability means that the message content becomes understood in the same way by the senders and the receivers. This concerns both information representation and messaging sequences. Pragmatic interoperability captures the willingness of partners to perform the actions needed for the collaboration. This willingness to participate refers both to the capability of performing a requested action, and to policies dictating whether it is preferable for the enterprise to allow that action to take place.
Second, the collaboration management goal is that in the future, individual users, enterprises or public organizations can easily compose new services from the open service markets, or establish temporary collaborations with complex peer relationships. Furthermore, these contract-governed collaborations can be managed by their partners. All this is supported by a global infrastructure with facilities for interoperability control and contract-based community management (establishment, control and breach recovery) among autonomous organizations; this infrastructure also takes responsibility for governing trust and privacy-preservation issues.
This paper focuses on the ecosystem aspects that are needed for supporting the creation of trust relationships to previously unknown partners, and for reacting to encountered breaches of trust during collaborations. All collaboration builds on trust: relying on an autonomous enterprise partner for a joint venture creates uncertainty and risks, which must be balanced against the expectation of an even greater benefit.
We define trust as the extent to which an actor is willing to participate in a given action with a given partner, considering the risks and incentives involved.
Trust decisions evaluate the available information on risks and benefits to determine whether a collaboration should be joined or if an ongoing collaboration has become too risky to continue in. While the decision to first join a collaboration is important, it is not enough by itself: the business situation as well as the behavior of collaborators can change during the collaboration, creating a need to make new decisions to re-evaluate the situation whenever resources are being committed.
The trust decisions need to be adjustable to different and changing business situations. The collaboration commitment decisions as well as the decisions reacting to breaches must be relative to the business incentives and strategies, eagerness for risky business in hope of good return of investment, search for niche markets, robustness of business domain, and knowledge about increased technical threats against the enterprise's computing systems. This paper proposes a trust management system where autonomous enterprises make automated, private trust and distrust decisions about their membership in each collaboration separately, while taking advantage of globally shared reputation of business peers in earlier collaborations.
Section 2 gives an overview of the Pilarcos approach to open service ecosystem support and the management of inter-enterprise collaborations. This is the context in which the trust and distrust decisions are used. Section 3 introduces the trust-related actions and processes in the ecosystem and in the collaboration lifecycle. It describes the enterprise assets as a basis for measuring the risks and level of trust required for a trust decision. It further explains how the decision is supported by reputation systems, which provide a history view to predict future behavior of an enterprise's business service. Section 4 analyses the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the proposed system, and concludes with suggestions for future work.
Inter-enterprise Collaboration Management in Service Ecosystems
To survive and succeed in the modern social and networked business environment, enterprises must be able to participate in multiple business networks simultaneously, be quick in adopting new kinds of well-crafted business models, and establish new collaborations swiftly. Acquiring this kind of flexibility sets two requirements: first, routine decision-making on committing to a collaboration must be automated (similarly to automated broker agents dealing 1. the participating enterprises, with their public business service portfolios exported [22] ; 2. business-domain governing consortia, with their public models of business scenarios and business models expressed as exported business network models (comprising a set of business process descriptions and compulsory associations between roles in them, and governing policies about acceptable behavior) [17] ;
3. a joint ontology about vocabulary to be used for contract negotiation, commitment and control [25] , [39] - [40] ;
4. legislative rules to define acceptable contracts [25] ;
5. technical rules to define conformance rules over all categories of metainformation held as collaboration and interoperability knowledge [41] - [42] ;
6. infrastructure services to support partner discovery and selection, contract negotiation and commitment to new collaborations, monitoring of contracted behavior of partners, and breach detection and recovery services; these services especially include trust aspects in decision-making on commitment and breaches [19] , [21] ;
7. reputation information flow, collected from past collaborations [36] , [38] . Figure 1 illustrates the ecosystem lifecycle. On the left, metainformation repositories and flows are shown to be created by the publishing and exporting processes denoted above as items 1 and 2. The repositories in particular contain public information about the available business network models, available services and reputation information about the available services. This information is stored in globally federated repositories, applying strictly specified structuring and conformance rules [18] created by the processes listed above as items 3, 4 and 5. The information is in turn utilized by the ecosystem infrastructure functions listed as item 6, e.g. service discovery and Service discovery and selection supports the collaboration establishment phase. It is based on public business network models describing the collaborations, and public service offers made by service providers [19] , [40] . The business network models capture the best practices of a given field, and they are built from formally defined service types. The task of producing these models and types naturally falls to consortia and standardization bodies.
Service selection includes automated static interoperability checking, which ensures that the service offers fit the model of the collaboration, and have terms that are compatible with other offers being selected into the proposed business network. As service discovery and selection is separate from contract negotiations, it can be done without access to sensitive information; this makes it possible to have this task implemented as a third-party service [19] .
Automated eContract establishment supports the agreement phase of the collaboration [19] . The business network model and the proposed service offers to populate the roles in it are processed by an automated contract negotiation infrastructure, which is controlled locally by each collaboration partner. Contracts are based on templates specific to the collaboration model, and the terms of service provision given in service offers form the basis of negotiations. The negotiated eContract includes a model of the business process of the collaboration, as well as the finalized terms of service in the form of accepted service offers.
Monitoring supports the enactment and control phase of the collaboration in particular [20] . It is done by each collaborator to protect local resources, keep track of the progress of the collaboration, and to ensure that partners follow the collaboration model. The business network model and service provision terms set by the negotiated eContract form the specification of correct behavior in the collaboration, which becomes relatively straightforward to monitor.
There are two practical limitations to how powerful monitoring can be made in inter-enterprise collaboration. First, given the autonomy of participants, there can be no all-seeing trusted third party, monitoring all that goes on in the collaboration. Second, monitoring must generally be non-invasive, i.e. it can only observe the messages sent by the technical service, not the internal state of the service.
As a result, business network models must specifically support monitoring by demanding sufficient information to be included in the messages sent between services. If a specific collaboration type requires a notary to act as a witness to specific activities, for example, it must be included as an actor in the business network model, and the model must direct any message traffic in need of observing through the notary actor. The strict separation of policy monitoring and enforcement from the technical service application is a necessity, as the service can participate simultaneously in multiple collaborations with different shared policies. On the other hand, message-based monitoring also avoids the high costs of inserting sensors into the code of legacy applications [49] .
Finally, while it is relatively straightforward to monitor for contract and policy compliance, policy-abiding but "suspicious" behavior is more difficult to capture. Anomaly detection solutions suffer from false alarms and therefore would be best used under human supervision [49] .
Experience reporting supports the evaluation phase of the collaboration, and connects to the monitoring service during the enactment of the collaboration [36] , [38] . Experience reporting forms the core of social control [31] in the open service ecosystem. As contract violations are detected by monitors, they are published to other actors as well: it is important to create a direct reputation impact to privacy and data security violations in order to limit the damage that misbehaving actors can achieve in other collaborations.
The storage, processing and reporting of globally shared reputation information is a challenging problem, as it requires support for evaluating the credibility of experience reports [37] . False reports do not only affect the targeted service, but also inhibit the other actors' ability to assess its behavior, reducing the social control impact of reputation [45] .
Current approaches to inter-enterprise collaboration differ in the format of the breeding environment where business networks are built up. Most breeding environments (ECOLEAD, CrossWork) are based on strategic network membership, for which partners must be assessed for their trustworthiness. After that, all potential partners are considered trustworthy, the business network model is negotiated with a selected set of partners, and the joint model
Trust Challenges and Concepts
Above, we have emphasized the importance of decision-making at specific places in the service ecosystem and especially in the collaboration lifecycle. At the enterprise level, the trust decisions hook into business decisions weighing collaboration risks and incentives against each other. For this weighing, we use an asset-aware risk vector, which extends the expressive power of the model beyond what is found in other related models. At the ecosystem level, reputation-based trust decisions have an essential role in keeping the ecosystem scalable, utilizing the same mechanisms as social groups [7] .
Trust-related Actions in the Collaboration Lifecycle
In the collaboration lifecycle, two trust-related decision-making points exist to protect the assets of the enterprise:
• First, at the point of commitment on the collaboration contract, after the suggested contract has been formed based on publicly available metainformation.
• Second, at the distrust analysis agent that is part of the collaboration monitoring mechanism. While the collaboration is operational, monitors notify when the expected interaction sequence to and from an involved enterprise is violated. The distrust analysis agent participates in deciding whether the violation is relevant and whether the trust decision needs to be changed.
In the commitment step, the decision-making engine evaluates whether the benefits of participation in the collaboration outweigh the risks. This evaluation can change during the collaboration based on new experience information. Borderline and unclear cases cannot be determined by automation; they are instead forwarded to a human user. This distinction is guided by a metapolicy defining what kind of situations can be considered routine, with clear outcomes [36] .
For the monitoring step [21] , [25] , behavior expectations are collected from the enterprise's local policies and those from the collaboration contract. These are transformed to simple monitor rules, to which all inter-enterprise message exchange must conform. When a deviation is detected, a decision must be taken whether the commitment-time trust assertion has been violated. As reactions to trust breaches, the enterprise can decide to withdraw itself from the collaboration, require renegotiation of the collaboration contract, and create negative experience information both for its local use and potentially also for the ecosystem to distribute. For performance reasons, the interaction sequence is based on tasks containing several services and conversations, not on single message exchanges. The monitoring is private for each enterprise, so it can reflect very different degrees of trusting attitude towards partners and different levels of resource consumption for monitoring. Monitoring protects the enterprise from unexpected external requests, as well as from unwanted requests going out from the enterprise.
In both decision-making places, the decisions are guided by private policies: the decision is always subjective to the authority holding the power of making the decision. A trust decision is made weighing the risk estimation of the situation against the measure for risk tolerance in that situation. Trust is situational, depending on the specific action being decided on. It is also subjective, meaning that the experience information and strategic valuations behind it are local to the trustor, as are the private policies directing the process. The trust information model consists of four central factors: risk, tolerance, reputation and importance. Its metrics are based on the effects of actions to the assets of the enterprise.
In comparison to related work, the Pilarcos trust system combines the strengths of reputation-based (e.g. [12] , [47] , [43] , [14] - [15] ) and policy-based (e.g. [29] , [1] , [4] , [48] , [5] ) approaches to trust management. On one hand, it uses up-to-date reputation information as a basis for risk and benefit estimation, and on the other hand, it combines this information with local business rules and valuations to support flexible decision policies. A central aim of the design has been to separate the policies directing the use of gathered information for trust decisions, and the policies directing the information gathering itself. A further overview on related work is provided in our surveys on trust management [35] , trust models [50] and reputation systems [37] .
In the next sections, the following essential aspects of the model and prototype implementation are discussed:
• assets
• trust-decision computation
• adjusting the decision by private policies.
Assets
The goal of the Pilarcos trust management system is to protect enterprise assets: to avoid actions which have a negative effect on them, and to ensure that actions with positive effects are taken whenever possible. Reflecting this, the trust information model expresses risks, risk tolerance, experiences and business importance all through the expected, acceptable, observed and definite effects of actions on assets.
The model defines a set of four assets: monetary, reputation, control and satisfaction (figure 2). The division to multiple assets provides support for policies protecting intangible assets and valuations, such as the privacy of data and the reputation and market share of the enterprise. On the other hand, not leaving assets to be defined by each enterprise separately makes it simpler to share experiences based on the asset model. The monetary asset represents all assets that are straightforward to measure in monetary terms. Different kinds of resources are committed and gained during collaborations, such as payment for services, storage or computational capacity, staff effort, and produced or consumed goods. The asset forms the basis of decision-making in many situations, and is also often the simplest to measure.
The reputation asset represents the good name, market share and the more technical reputation system status of the enterprise. The attitude of partners and customers towards the enterprise determines its success in initiating and joining collaborations in the future. For this purpose, the enterprise may prefer to avoid participating in seedy projects that threaten to smear its reputation, or to invest in efforts that are likely to bring it more customers.
The control asset encompasses the security of the enterprise, as well as its privacy and autonomy. Loss of control threatens the continued operation of the enterprise, through indirect monetary losses, sensitive information leaks, lawsuits or a loss of freedom to make its own decisions. In decision-making, protecting the control asset entails e.g. being critical of collaboration models which are known to force bad security practices or weakened privacy on the participants, and not agreeing to overly binding contracts. If a contract defines stiff penalty clauses for pulling out from a collaboration session, for example, the threat of penalties will in practice force trust decisions within the collaboration to be positive, even if the partner is clearly misbehaving. This loss of autonomy must be taken into account when deciding to join the collaboration.
The satisfaction asset represents the fulfillment of expectations, i.e. the enterprise gaining what it was trying to gain from a collaboration. Satisfaction measurement forms the basis of most single-asset reputation systems. A contractual breach, low quality of service or general partner incompetence does not always incur notable financial losses, but it has a clear influence on how willing the enterprise is to collaborate with such a partner in the future. Satisfaction can also be protected: effort invested in more specific contractual terms and tighter monitoring discourage misbehavior, while choosing partners based on high-quality reputation information rewards good service.
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In formal terms, A is the set of guarded assets, represented by integers 0..|A| -1. When the standard assets of monetary, reputation, control and satisfaction are used, |A| = 4. J represents the set of possible outcomes of actions on assets as integers 0...5: 0 for unknown effect, 1 for major negative effect, 2 for minor negative effect, 3 for no effect, 4 for minor positive effect, and 5 for major positive effect. |J| = 6. "No effect" differs from "unknown effect". For example, not losing or gaining money would represent a lack of effect, while an experience with a delayed payment on its way might be included as an unknown outcome in decision-making. The trustor defines how a series of events reflects on its assets; the choices on what constitutes a minor or major effect are inevitably subjective.
In comparison to related work, the prevalent approach of for example Bayesian reputation systems ( [12] , [47] , [28] , [26] ) is to model outcomes only as binary cooperation and defection, i.e. whether the contract was followed or not. This corresponds with the satisfaction asset in our model. Extensions to the limitation of two outcomes have been proposed [11] , [32] . However, semantically they still do not measure effects on assets in the sense we do, but either a set of different binary events, or the range of success. The commercial reputation system of the eBay marketplace (Site 1) directly measures satisfaction, on a three-step (positive, neutral, negative) scale.
The SECURE trust model [2] is asset-aware, but as a design choice, all risks are expressed through a single asset. The assumption is that in the target environment, all assets of the private human user can be translated into monetary terms. We find that in the enterprise context, this simplification is not viable.
Computing Multi-dimensional Trust Decisions
For the trust decisions, two computing tracks are required: calculating a risk estimate vector and a risk tolerance function for the situation. For the actual trust decision, the system then checks that the vector falls within the area of tolerable risk for positive trust decision. The risk tolerance function may also indicate the domain of a gray area, which means that the decision must be forwarded for human decision-making. The risk estimate is built on a view of the reputation of the trustee, where reputation represents earlier real-world experiences. The risk tolerance builds on the importance of allowing the guarded action because of the business values supporting the involvement in the collaboration. The interrelationships of the factors are presented in figure 3 . In the following, both computing tracks are described reflecting their relationship to the assets. First, we present the risk and reputation and the risk tolerance and importance factor pairs, then outline the decision-making step using this information. Presenting the algorithm for calculating the risk vector requires that we also define the structure of the reputation information it is based on. The combination of these two multifaceted factors make its evaluation notably more complex than that of importance and risk tolerance. Once both calculation tracks have been completed, the remaining decision-making step becomes a simple evaluation. 
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Risk Vector Computation
The risk predicts the trustee's future capability or willingness to correctly deliver the contracted service. The risk value represents the costs of failure or the gained benefits of success as seen by the trusting enterprise. The value always depends on the service in question; the trust model is about trusting a service provided by an enterprise, not about trusting the enterprise as such.
The risk value is therefore an expectation value, where the probabilities of an event are calculated from earlier reputation values, and the cost-benefit factor is dependent on the action, its effects on the assets, and the situation. The action effects can be determined from the design of the business network model. The situational knowledge is covered by the adjustment policies discussed in Section 3.4.
More formally, the risk R of an action contains |A| vectors r a , one for each asset.
The vectors store the probabilities of different known outcomes for each asset, and three different measures of the amount and quality of the information used to produce the evaluation. The risk evaluation is specific to a given trustor, trustee and action; we omit references to these three parameters in the formalism for readability.
The first term p a is a vector that represents the probabilities of different outcomes:
, where each p a,,j is the calculated probability of outcome j happening for asset a; J is the set of outcome categories {0,1,2,3,4,5} presented in Section 3.2. The latter indexes begin from 1; the probability of an unknown outcome is not considered, but information about unknown outcomes in the past is represented through another term, q a .
E represents the group of all experiences the trustor has on the trustee in its reputation view, and the number of experiences, |E|, measures the amount of reputation information behind the risk estimation. The third term, c, is the combined credibility of local reputation and external, third-party reputation information at the time of evaluation. The last measure, q a , is the number of experiences in E where the outcome was unknown for asset a: the higher this value is in relation to |E|, the lower the certainty of the risk analysis. We return to these quantity and quality measures in transforming reputation information into a risk analysis.
Reputation represents the current view of a trustor's trustworthiness formed from local experience and shared thirdparty experience. The reputation views building on these two very different sources are stored separately up until the moment of a trust decision.
Local reputation consolidates single experiences gathered by the trustor. These, in turn, are formed by analyzing the output of the Pilarcos monitors [20] . The monitors are not aware of the particular assets being protected in the system, but only detect noteworthy events in the system connected to a business process; the trust management system needs a policy for translating the events into outcomes. An example event could be "product order", with the price or value of the product as a parameter. Further parameters would be the trustee's identifier and the identifier for the action whose business process the event connects to.
External reputation (figure 4) is information received from third parties through a number of reputation networks. All the external reputation views are normalized to the local reputation representation format; the transformation logic is manually designed at the time of accepting a reputation source to be considered in the decision-making process. Also, the source's credibility is given a weight value. In principle, a dynamic credibility learning algorithm is utilized.
In formal terms, the reputation U of a trustee as viewed by a given trustor consists of local reputation U local , and a subjective evaluation of third-party reputation information U ext . The structure of both halves is the same: each contains |A| vectors and a credibility score c local or c ext in the range [0..1].
The credibility value c local of local reputation is 1, while the third-party reputation credibility value c ext is set based on the trustor's analysis of the combined credibility of the reputation system the information comes from, and the credibility of the sources providing reputation information in that network. To avoid repetition, we present the two symmetric reputation structures as generic variables that are equal for both halves, denoting this with an asterisk (*). For example, U* represents both U local and U ext ; the formulae are the same for both halves, while the values are different.
Both types of reputation consist of |A| vectors u a *, one for each asset: U* = (u 0 *, u 1 *, …, u |A|-1 *), where u a * = (u a,0 *, u a,1 *, …, u a,|J|-1 *)
The counters u a,j * express the number of experiences of outcome j in J for asset a, with j = 0 representing an unknown effect. The set of experiences, E*, is an abstract group E* = { e k * : e k,a * = outcome value j in J, for all a in A }.
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That is, an experience consists of the effects of one action expressed for each asset. Each experience e k * also belongs to one epoch. The index k ranges from 0 to |E*|-1.
Given the set of experiences, the reputation counters u a,j * can be expressed as the size of the subgroup of E where the experiences had outcome j for asset a, that is: u a,j * = |E a,j *|, where E a,j * = { e k * in E* : e k,a * = j }. The value u a,0 * is particularly interesting, as it expresses the number of experiences with unknown values for the asset: we name it q a *. When compared to the total number of experiences, |E*|, it provides us with a measure on the quality of the information.
Reputation is transformed into risk in three phases: 1) merging the local and external reputation views together with a weighted sum, 2) scaling the experience counters representing known effects to proportions in the range [0..1] and 3) recalculating a joint credibility and information content score for the result, that is, the variables c, |E| and q a that appear in the risk vectors.
In the first phase, the local and external reputation views are merged based on the amount of information available in either, and the credibility attached to the views. Local reputation is more credible than external, but there is usually less local information available, and both should be reflected on the weight given to local reputation. We define two functions, μ local and μ ext , to determine the weights for both local and external reputation values. They use the corresponding credibility value c*, amount of experience |E*| and a vector q* of the number of experiences where the effects are unknown for different assets: q* = (q 0 *, q 1 *, ..., q |A|-1 *) = (u 0,0 *, u 1,0 *, ..., u |A|-1,0 *). The multipliers produced by the μ* functions add up to 1; the specific declaration of the μ* functions depends on local calibration.
For improved quality of reputation information, we define epochs for the reputation data flows. It is necessary to discount old information in favor of new [13] in order to react to changes in the trustee's behavior. However, the prevalent method of time-based downgrading of reputation history is unoptimal, as it allows a flood of positive experiences from low-value transactions to erase the reputation impact from high-value transgressions.
A trust epoch, in contrast, is defined as a relatively consistent sequence of reputation information. A new epoch is started when there is sufficient evidence for the trustee's behavior having changed, but the information in old epochs is still stored. The weight given to the current epoch determines the speed with which the system reacts to changes in behavior. The number of epochs also measures the consistency of the trustee's behavior.
The algorithm for detecting this change is an interesting research topic. Epoch changes are subjective, as is the reputation information they are locally detected from. The change can be detected from local or sufficiently credible external experience, and it applies to both experience types simultaneously.
The most suitable policy for epoch changes varies based on the characteristics of the ecosystem. We present here two example policies to achieve two different goals:
Load balancing: a service provider usually provides good service, but occasionally the quality of service varies depending on the amount of incoming requests. The first example policy should quickly react to a drop in the quality of service, as it also indicates a need for load balancing.
Oscillation detection: a service provider oscillates between good and malicious behavior: first it collects good reputation, then it cheats in as many service transactions as it can to maximize its gains before its reputation has been lost. The second example policy should quickly react to this kind of change for the worse, but also be forgiving once the service returns to normality.
In the load balancing example, we can apply a simple dynamically learning algorithm: a window of n previous experiences is stored by the epoch change detector, and whenever a new experience falls outside the values present in the existing filled window, a new epoch is created. As normal service quality is indicated by the vast majority of experiences, the window is typically filled with such experiences. At the first drop in reputation, a new epoch and a new, empty learning window are created. While the disturbance goes on, the window is filling up with negative (or less positive) experiences. During this learning phase, when the epoch contains less than n experiences, new epochs are not created.
If the window (n) is set to be shorter than a typical disturbance, it will be full of negative experiences by the time the service returns to normal load, and a new epoch is started when the first positive experience arrives. This leads to a swift return to the service provider when it is no longer overloaded. For a more pessimistic, slow recovery, the window (n) can be chosen to be longer than a typical disturbance, which means that reputation is slowly gained back within the newest epoch. Again, once the window fills up with normal experiences, the first sign of a negative experience causes a new epoch to be started. A limitation of this policy is that if the experiences indicating normal or overloaded states have some natural variation, new epochs may be created too easily.
In the oscillation detection example, the difference between good and malicious behavior is simple to observe, as the experiences will be polarized: positive or negative. In order to allow a greater variation in behavior than the learning window policy, we apply a static, specification-based epoch detection algorithm. We first define two behavior profiles: "good" and "evil". The good profile covers positive experiences, the evil profile negative. Neutral experiences, or those representing unknown outcomes, fall in neither category.
Given these profiles, we define each ongoing epoch to be either good or evil, and the epoch changes if an incoming experience matches the opposite profile rather than the current one. Neutral or unknown outcomes do not change the epoch, as they match neither. Again, the ongoing epoch can in principle be given full weight in decision-making. On the other hand, the attacker may respond by oscillating on every service request: cooperate, cheat, cooperate and cheat. To withstand this kind of behavior, the number of epochs or the number of experiences in the current epoch should play a part in choosing a better weight division between the current and previous epochs, or indicate that the decision should really be delegated to a human user due to high uncertainty in the reputation information.
Trust epochs are a novel concept, with no comparable approaches appearing in related work. The typical approach of time-based discounting of old reputation information can be implemented e.g. through adding new experiences to weighted sums, where the weight given to the existing data determines the speed of forgetting old information [12] . Algorithms specializing on oscillation detection have been proposed by e.g. TrustGuard [46] , which includes the equivalent of mathematical derivative of the partner's reputation as a factor in trust decisions. To continue our epoch work, we plan to run simulation experiments to compare the performance of different epoch detection policies, including some more sophisticated learning algorithms.
In the formal model, to support more than one epoch, the μ* values can be divided beyond the two groups. Merging follows the same pattern, with each *-marked variable appearing separately for each epoch as well.
Using the μ* functions, we merge the experiences into a temporary U merged =(u 0 merged , u 1 merged , ..., u |A|-1 merged ), where each vector u a merged contains six combined counters u a,j merged : the weighed sum of the local and external respective counters.
Note that unlike the values in u a local and u a ext , these merged values are no longer integers, but real numbers. For all a in A, j in J, we have: u a,j merged = ∑ μ* (c*, E*, q*) * u a,j *.
In the second phase of risk calculation, we scale the experience counters except the unknowns to the range [0..1] to represent probability. To achieve this, we sum the values of known effects ( j ≠ 0) and divide each value by the sum. As a result, we get the p a,j values mentioned earlier in the risk representation. For all j in J \ {0}, p a,j = u a,j merged / N a , where N a is the sum of u a,j merged over all j in J.
In the third phase, we calculate combined measures of the quality of information: c, |E|, and the vector of |A| different q a values. The combined credibility c is determined by a μ-weighted average of the local and external credibilities. It Again, not all unknowns weigh equally in the probability calculations, so we could consider a μ-weighted average here similarly to the calculation of the credibility value c. On the other hand, the true total number of unknowns is a more useful value to use together with the amount of total experience, |E|, as q a / |E| gives the proportion of uncertain values.
Risk Tolerance Vector Computation
A trustor's risk tolerance is determined by the situation calling for a trust decision, independent of the trustee's behavior. While the risk evaluation changes constantly based on new experiences, risk tolerance is only changed when changes in the surrounding business situation call for it.
Risk tolerance depends on the business importance of the action, and local policy expressing the trustor's general risk attitude, encompassing the tolerance of both certain probabilities of various outcomes, and the uncertainty in the information. Tolerance is expressed as a set of constraints for the risk evaluation; if the acceptance constraints are met, the trust decision is positive. The constraints are asset-specific, and can give upper or lower bounds either to probabilities of particular outcomes, the sum of probabilities of a set of outcomes, or the measures of uncertainty. The bounds can be absolute or relative, containing comparisons between probabilities: for example the probability of monetary gain can be required to be larger than the probability of loss.
A trustor's risk attitude determines how risk-averse or risk-seeking the trustor is. A risk-averse trustor will require that an action have high importance to balance for the risk a positive decision would cause, while a risk-seeking trustor can accept a higher risk in relation to the baseline set by the action's importance.
Building a configuration system to help a trustor express their risk attitude through these formulae is an important item of future work. The aim is to bring the level of expression for configurations as close to the business processes and the language of the decision-makers as possible, and minimizing configuration work that requires expensive consultation.
The importance factor expresses the business value of the action, and the cost of a negative trust decision. The costs and benefits do not depend on the expected behavior of the trustee. For example, a negative trust decision blocking an action may result in compensation clauses being activated in the contract between the trustor and trustee. The required compensation may still be small enough that blocking the action is preferable to risking that the trustee causes greater losses by defection.
Importance is expressed in the form of gains or losses to each asset caused by approving the action. Importance information covers the investment required by the action and the guaranteed return of investment, when for example a certain group of actions are considered to be so valuable that requests for them get high priority. To a bank, for example, a cheap loan may be a strategic way to attract customers to move all their banking services to it. Importance should also capture a lack of real choice, should it occur, and more generally the perceived cost of denying service to the trustee. The valuations considered may include the interests of the surrounding business network, adjusted based on how much weight the trustor decides to place on them.
The risk tolerance T of an action, given a particular trustor and trustee, consists of two vectors of |A| functions f x,a , one for each asset. The first vector represents the value bounds for automatically accepting an action, while the second vector represents the value bounds for automatically rejecting an action. The values express the known effects a positive trust decision has on different assets: for all a in A, v a = an effect value j in J \ {0}. There are no unknown effects (j = 0) for importance: it depicts only those assumed effects and valuations in the enterprise that affect decision-making.
Both importance and risk tolerance depend on the trustor, trustee and action. Risk tolerance is evaluated based on the importance value; each trustor determines the exact evaluation function F T (I) that produces the risk tolerance T.
Trust Decision
When a trust decision is needed, the two computation tracks described above are executed. With a risk evaluation generated from reputation values, and risk tolerance functions derived from importance values, the actual trust decision is straightforward. The evaluation result of a vector f x is a match if the risk tolerance functions within it evaluate to 1, i.e. f x,a (r a ) = 1 for all assets a in A, and a mismatch otherwise. The action in turn is automatically accepted if the first vector f accept is matched, automatically rejected if the second vector f reject is matched, and delegated to a human user otherwise. The division of the risk domain into separate areas for positive (f accept ), negative (f reject ) and uncertain trust decisions is depicted in figure 5. 
Adjusting Trust Decisions for Different Business Situations
The automation of trust decisions needs to be adjusted appropriately to create suitable decision sets for changing business situations. The risks involved in adopting the Pilarcos style of operation include making the wrong automated decisions, or reacting too quickly or slowly to changed reputation information. Risks may also be introduced by creating vulnerabilities in the ecosystem infrastructure.
Changes in business situations to be considered, and discussed below, include 1. changes of business network models or service offers available on the market; 2. attacks towards the enterprise either as business takeover trials through competition, fraudulent reputation manipulation, or security / denial of service attacks towards the enterprise's computing system; 3. privacy threats caused by exposing information or metainformation even within the collaboration, as the partners are capable of retaining the information and allowing it to be forwarded later;
4. inability to fully rely on the ecosystem infrastructure consistency and the trustworthiness of its support elements; and 5. fraudulent behavior by a partner or partners in the ecosystem by first collecting good reputation, then collecting monetary benefits through misbehavior that ruins its reputation.
The mechanisms to either benefit from new situations or to protect the enterprise against threats fall into three categories: metapolicies that guide the decision-making in commitment and distrust decisions, adjustable thresholds for different types of operational situations for positive and negative routine decisions, and finally, building systemic trust towards the infrastructure.
A metapolicy is a policy about when and how a decision can be made by an automated decision-making system according to its internal rules. We have identified four metapolicy categories:
• Strategic orientation of the enterprise. These metapolicies determine whether the activity governed by decision policy is in alignment with the strategic orientation of the enterprise. • The trust propensity, i.e. trusting attitude, of the enterprise. These metapolicies determine whether the trust decisions should generally allow optimistic experimentation with new partners, or be more careful and limit collaborations to well-known, strategic partners with high reputation.
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• Trust in the elements added by automation. These metapolicies determine whether there is enough systemic trust in the automated decision tools and components supporting them to delegate a given decision. If systemic trust is insufficient, the decision should be made by an actor with higher authorization, a human user.
• The correctness and quality of metadata used by the decision-making system. These metapolicies determine whether the metainformation fed to the decision tools is credible and trustworthy enough to base decisions on. Especially, awareness of the varying credibility of reputation information available for decision-making is critical.
• Privacy policies to determine when information flow cannot be allowed and a collaboration contract must be rejected or breached.
Reflecting the change of market situation (enumerated item 1) requires re-evaluation of how competitive power is best created for the enterprise, and causes changes in the strategic orientation of the enterprise. It is important that such changes in enterprise policy will be briskly represented in the Pilarcos decision-making services. The set of metapolicies can be adjusted to consider all potential business network models, all potential partners, semi-open sets of either, or even, a selected set of business network models or strategic network partners. Thus, the wrong kind of collaborations can be directly discarded without wasting resources for evaluating trust for strategically unworthy collaborations. It should be noted that the metapolicy on strategic orientation enables each enterprise to decide for themselves whether they utilize the ecosystem in the traditional way, relying on the strategic network only, or in a very opportunistic way.
For business level attack scenarios (item 2), lowering the credibility weights for external reputation information sources and raising the thresholds for trusting new collaborations give a reasonable starting point. We have implemented a set of context filters for system administrators to choose from, temporarily adjusting all technical policies to follow this advice by means of additional weight factors, leading to less trusting decisions. For example, the risk tolerance for all non-urgent actions can be drastically reduced, or all trust decisions concerning new actors, with reasonably little reputation information, can be delegated to human users.
Privacy metapolicy governs privacy-affecting activities in collaborations (item 3). From a design point of view, it would be tempting to treat privacy policies as normal policies governing each service or information element, but the nature of privacy preservation is to veto otherwise acceptable actions. Therefore, we raise the privacy policies to the level of metapolicies. For example, it may be the case that the suggested collaboration is interesting, acceptable, and considered on the general level to be trustworthy. However, in the processing it may happen that a service request triggers the need for passing classified documents as part of the service. In this case, it is essential that the privacy classification of information overrides any collaboration agreements, and the individual action of serving a single service request is escalated to human decision-makers. The privacy policies must be attached to all metainformation in addition to the normal payload data.
To manage the distrust of the ecosystem infrastructure weak points (item 4), we have introduced a metapolicy for guiding their use. Metapolicies directing the use of automatically used system-level services addresses a new problem created by Pilarcos-like architectures. The Pilarcos infrastructure allows relaxed matching of service interfaces, and thus, supports automatic configuration of communication channels. The type repository [40] , in which interface descriptions and their relationships are stored, also provides references to modifier-interceptors to be placed in the communication channel to for example transform euros to dollars. However, the type repositories may be external to the enterprises, or use externally provided modifier-interceptors; therefore, the trustworthiness of the collaboration can be undermined by that small helping device. These metapolicies should be able to identify which type repositories or which interceptors can be freely used and which should be rejected.
The metadata quality metapolicies reflect the need for suspecting the quality of information in the infrastructure repositories (item 4) and in the reputation information collection process. Local reputation, collected through local monitors, is reliable and high quality, but expensive to gather, as it requires taking the risk of collaborating with the target actor. On the other hand, external reputation, gathered through agents operating in global reputation networks, is less expensive to gather but more unreliable, and more likely to contain errors. The relative weights given to local and external reputation in a risk evaluation are determined by the amount, certainty and credibility of each type of reputation information [37] . The weight is increased as the amount of cases seen with a definite outcome increases (uncertain results are noted as a separate category of outcomes), and the credibility of reputation information providers is followed as their reputation in that role, as seen by their peers. In addition, if a reputation system distributing shared reputation information does not support rigorous source credibility evaluation or distorts information passed through it, its own credibility is set to be low.
The final change in the business scenario, fraudulent use of collected good reputation (item 5), cannot be solved by metapolicies alone. More detailed trust decision policies are required. Different policies are best suited for different problem situations. What the Pilarcos system can provide is a set of trust decision policies from which the best can be chosen, either manually or by the recommendation of a learning algorithm.
There are three important concerns related to this kind of misuse of collected reputation: First, since reputation is used as a medium of punishing misbehavior, good reputation must be slowly gained but quickly lost. Second, as all transactions do not require equal investment, experiences from low-value actions should preferably be separated from high-value ones when making decisions as well: in eBay terms, actors should not be able to sell a few toothpicks to gain a reputation as a trustworthy car seller. Finally, differentiating between experiences should not lead to information sparsity, i.e. lack of suitable information for making a well-founded decision.
In the trust decision algorithm, a changeable risk tolerance function is used to determine how sharply the decision changes when the incoming reputation information changes. Due to this modular design, the function can be changed at runtime, and provides a good environment for testing how different algorithms protect from these kinds of attacks.
We have simulated the effect of a set of simple risk tolerance formulae:
A:Basic A basic "must not have had more negative experiences than positive experiences" policy: no difference is made between minor and major effects. This policy provides a baseline for comparisons.
B:Pessimistic A more strict policy, "must have had 3 positive experiences per each negative experience". Again, no difference is made between minor and major effects. This policy reflects the need for quickly losing reputation due to misbehavior: three good experiences are needed to cover for each negative experience. The multiplier has been chosen to illustrate the difference already with a small number of experiences.
C:Separative Separating minor and major experiences into their own classes: the number of major positive experiences must be at least equal to the number of major negative experiences, and the same for minor positive and minor negative experiences. The different effect classes are not translated into each other at all. This policy reflects the second concern of differentiating between high-and low-value transactions.
D:Separative-pessimistic Like C, but with triple weight given to negative experiences. This policy combines the first two concerns.
E:Sharp Like A, but with triple weight given to experiences with major positive or negative effects, as opposed to minor effects. This policy is a tradeoff between the third and second concerns: the separative policy may lead to information sparsity, so instead of completely separating the two experience classes, it can transform experiences from one class to the other with a multiplier.
F:Sharp-pessimistic Like B, but with triple weight given to experiences with major positive or negative effects, as opposed to minor effects. This policy reflects the first concern as well as balancing between the second and third concerns.
Our simulations demonstrate that against actively malicious behavior, pessimistic policies are most efficient. Multipliers should be chosen so that expected and acceptable fluctuations in quality of service will not trigger negative trust decisions, but that the overall benefit from opportunistic malicious behavior is too low to be attractive. In a simple collaboration setting with no real attackers, the basic policy is sufficient to tell apart working and broken services, especially when combined with epoch detection. The separative policy performs reasonably well when actions are clearly divided into two categories, but could separate on a different level: not allow a high-value action if the high-value experiences do not support the decision, but still allow low-value actions if the low-value experiences are good. The sharp approach is more forgiving in this sense.
Erroneous reputation information is a major issue for reputation systems. As participation in collaborations depends on a good reputation, actors have a strong motivation to defame competitors or to artificially increase their own reputation. The spreading of misinformation must be punished by a loss of credibility as an information source. False reputation information can be detected e.g. through comparisons to first-hand experiences [47] or comparisons between multiple external sources [8] . In addition, other information on the source, such as its reputation as a service provider [14] or its social relations [43] , [10] can also be utilized to estimate its credibility [13] .
We have simulated policies on integrating new external reputation information into the system, to handle sources with different credibility. A central concern here is that we want to protect the system against false reputation information, but occasionally the more vulnerable, low-credibility sources are the only up-to-date information source available. It is necessary to quickly react to misbehavior indicated in third-party information to avoid first-hand losses. We survey different approaches to evaluating the credibility of external information sources in earlier work [37] ; overcoming the semantic challenges of combining information from multiple sources and different formats is an important research topic as well [9] , [16] . Finally, fraudulent behavior of partners must be detected also during the collaboration operation, and it should increase distrust in the culprit. For this purpose, the monitoring mechanism is necessary. Each monitor only holds and runs with a set of unrelated simple rules that have been inherited from the local policies and those within the collaboration contract. The policies have initially been created with the involved semantics ranging from business model, technical model, to information model criteria and invariants. However, the monitor is not able to reflect the ruleset back to these principles, but must notify each breach to a more intelligent agent with less strict performance requirements. This agent is then able to decide how relevant the breach is, and whether a distrust situation has been created where the collaboration must be altered or terminated. It should be noted that the policies and metapolicies governing this decision may have changed from the values in use when the collaboration was established. Moreover, the reputation flow may have provided quite a different view of the partners while the collaboration has been active.
In the long run, misbehavior must also be sanctioned by law in order to provide a final deterrent. This requires a new level of legal support for inter-enterprise collaboration, which we will return to in Section 4.
Reputation Loop for Maintaining the Ecosystem
On the ecosystem level, the essential effect is that a social control loop has been created. The reputation-based trust management concept facilitates the scalability of the ecosystem. Interestingly, we can here rely on social ecosystem studies [7] : the number of potential partners in the ecosystem is limited to very small numbers if there are no established behavior norms, and only slightly higher numbers if there are sanctions for misbehaving. However, if also leaving misbehavior unreported is considered misbehavior in itself, an increasingly large ecosystem can be kept alive. The reputation production mechanism together with the negotiation step where partners can reflect the collaboration suitability for their strategies, their resources, and the potential risk predicted with reputation information, creates a cycle that has this necessary control function. Simply put, it emulates the social or legal system pressure of the business domain. This functionality is sorely missing from other ecosystem approaches.
In the business context, distributed word-of-mouth should be complemented with some centralized information sources. Examples of reputation sources in the current environment include blacklists published by consumer protection authorities or certification schemes (e.g. (Site 2-4)), credit rating information (e.g. (Site 5)), and even stock market fluctuations. Depending on the business domain, different models for spreading reputation information can be adopted [3] .
Although the open service ecosystem cannot rely on centralized control, there is no problem with providing reputation information gathering and analysis as third party services: a reputation service does not need to be trusted by all actors, just those for whom the tradeoff between control and investment makes sense, and who find the results relevant to their own sphere of collaborations. Global convergence to a single system is a highly unlikely, and even undesirable phenomenon.
In order for the social pressure from reputation to have any effect, persistent digital identities are needed for the services [34] . On the other hand, strong identity management is already necessary to enter into legally binding contracts, and the creation of new legal entities is controlled. As creating a legal entity capable of signing contracts carries more cost than generating a simple fake service, this also protects against experience distortion by a group of generated drone services, also known as the Sybil attack [6] .
Discussion
We have proposed a trust management system where autonomous actors make automated local trust decisions based on private policy, while taking advantage of globally shared experiences of the behavior of business peers. The trust decisions can easily be adjusted to different and changing business situations through policy configurations. The trust information model presented extends the currently prevalent models in two directions: first, the narrow single-unit scale for reputation is replaced with an asset-aware model, which provides more expressive power in order to support meaningful risk estimations. Second, the reputation factor is complemented with explicit trustor-dependent risk, importance, risk tolerance and context factors in order to support flexible decision policies. While these extensions also add complexity to the system, they can be used only where needed: the system gracefully degrades to a straightforward reputation-based decision system if the decision-making environment is simple enough to not have use for the full information model.
The open service ecosystem entails an opportunity for creating open marketplaces of services, which adapt quickly to new business needs and allow opportunistic collaboration with new partners. As the ecosystems are not statically fixed to a single business domain or a given set of strategic partners, they can quickly adopt new business models and locate the best service offers available. The ecosystem is also inherently more democratic than the traditional initiator-centric model, which requires all participants to both trust a single hub actor and to modify their systems to be interoperable with those of the initiator of the collaboration. The maintenance costs of the open service ecosystem fall into two categories: the initial investment needed to build the ecosystem, and the administrative costs of its operation.
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The initial investment for adopting the ecosystem infrastructure support facilities is high. Setting up the infrastructure requires enterprise architecture changes, and educating personnel in model-driven, service-oriented technology. However, applying the infrastructure does promise significant cost reductions later in the ecosystem lifecycle. The cost reduction is based on the service-oriented modularization of the system and usage of model-based control of collaborations [17] . Thus the ecosystem change management is based on a stable infrastructure layer that can govern collaborations using metainformation and models about the new services and collaboration scenarios.
The administrative costs for supporting the automation of management tasks have also been suspected to be very high: Business network models, service types and service offers must be produced and exported. Further, trust information must be annotated into relevant models of e.g. inter-enterprise collaboration and enterprise risk management, in order to make the information available to automated processing.
These actions are, however, necessary elements of normal design and management processes in enterprises. On these areas, the Pilarcos ecosystem architecture provides an opportunity to move from low-level, technologydependent expressions to higher-level conceptual work at the business level. For example, rather than setting up very detailed monitoring rules and trust decision policies, we expect that policy-setters will use a high-level policy language to express their goals, and these will then be refined to the lower-level policies that are automatically enforced. Solhaug discusses the user-friendliness of policy languages and policy refinement in more length in his work [44] .
Producing the information relevant to trust management does not require a separate modeling round within each enterprise. The business network modeling must be done for contracting and collaboration enactment purposes, and analyzing the risks for any enterprise activities can be based on the same models. Modeling information relevant to trust decisions as a part of, for example, business network modeling makes it possible to enrich the trust decisions without having to manually feed in the same information in multiple places.
Although trust management adds some configuration needs, it also brings opportunities for automatically adapting to changing business situations.
The introduction of new infrastructure-level services will also introduce threats for the ecosystem. For example, a business network model may force poor security practices on the participants, or the third party service in charge of service discovery may provide biased proposals for partners. Reputation sharing introduces an enterprise privacy threat in itself: the organizations will not have full control over what is said about them or their services. This has been suspected to lead to uncontrolled defamation hurting the business on one hand, and the threat of libel lawsuits inhibiting the sharing of negative experiences, on the other. We are currently developing tools and algorithms required for controlling these aspects.
Legislation currently provides no clear rules on the responsibility of software agents. Therefore, agreements made through automated contract negotiations may not yet be legally binding. This problem applies to all ecosystems which are not based on formal blanket agreements between all members of the ecosystem.
First, legislation must be modified to support computational agents making legally binding contractual commitments.
It is technically fully feasible to automate contract negotiations based on contract templates, where the terms of service provision are adjusted to fit all members of the proposed collaboration. The resulting contracts must become legally binding, despite having been finalized and enacted by agents. The combination of standardization and legislation should eliminate any need for manual pairwise signing of pre-contracts between all potential partners in the market.
As noted in Section 3.5, the creation of legally acknowledged identities for the business service agents will not only allow them to sign binding contracts. It will also provide a system of persistent identities necessary for accumulating reputation information.
Second, legal support is also needed for the partially as well as fully automated exchange of experience information on these agents. As these experiences form a reputation for services, even valid negative experience reports cause an opening for defamation charges, vengeful business tactics and even retaliatory negative reports [33] . On the other hand, the existing services for providing e.g. credit ratings and consumer protection blacklists have not been toppled by the threat of lawsuits, and anonymous reputation systems have been proposed for sharing experiences in sensitive situations [37] .
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In the end, legislation cannot solve all the problems that reputation systems suffer from, similarly to how technology cannot solve all social problems. It is important to apply social means to a social problem: the spreading of false reputation information must be punished by loss of reputation, in order to create social pressure to not only follow rules, but also to altruistically punish those who do not follow the rules [7] . In our system, this kind of reputation as an information source is covered by the credibility measure presented in Section 3.4.
In summary, the key strengths of the open service ecosystem lie in its openness and flexibility: the ecosystem itself is open both to new business models and to new actors, and it is scalable. There is no single reputation information source but multiple, and each enterprise can choose which reputation source to connect to.
The Pilarcos infrastructure allows opportunistic behavior and experimenting on collaborations with new partners made available in the ecosystem. On the other hand, it also allows collaborations to be set up based on traditional strategic networks as well; policies approving only specific well-known partners are by no means prohibited. The ease of setting up new collaborations supports both niche market exploitation for large companies, and alternative company liaisons for subcontractors, which have been traditionally bound to their contractor.
The impact of the trust management system can be seen on two levels:
• On the business ecosystem level, social control through reputation keeps the market functional despite the presence of misbehaving peers.
• On the single business level, trust decisions allow the enterprise to control its own risk-taking, while shared reputation information in particular helps it learn from others' mistakes as well in order to avoid misbehaving partners.
The sharing and use of experience information introduces social control into inter-enterprise collaboration in the open service ecosystem. Shared experiences form a computational equivalent of reputation: those who are caught misbehaving suffer damage to their reputation, while those who correctly report this misbehavior gain positive reputation. The reputation damage, in turn, warns off other actors not to collaborate with the misbehaver, which limits the overall damage they can cause.
